Shared-stimulus driving and connectivity in groups of neurons in the dorsal cochlear nucleus.
Extracellular spike discharges were recorded from ensembles of up to five neurons simultaneously in the DCN of guinea pig using solid-state, thin-film, multichannel electrodes having up to five recording sites spanning up to 600 microns. Responses from 73 unit pairs were collected of which 54 had both units responding to pseudorandom wideband noise stimulation. Shared-stimulus driving was present in 78% (42/54) of the unit pairs and could be attributed to an overlap in their spectral sensitivities. Effective connectivity was indicated for 87% (47/54) of the unit pairs. Wideband noise proved more useful than tonebursts for investigating shared-stimulus driving and connectivity because it evoked widespread, but not overly synchronous, responses in the ensembles.